
him to Al-Makassed Hospital in Jerusalem.
Then the soldiers arrived. At least 10

young men fully equipped with their guns,
crowded around the patient's bed. I was told
that they had come for two reasons. Firstly, if
the patient is a wanted person they will take
him away. Secondly, if he is severely injured
they will transfer him to an Israeli hospital for
specialised treatment. The next hour was
taken up with discussions about whether the
injuries had been caused by one or two
bullets and what should have been the correct
method of intubation. Eventually, it was
decided to transfer the patient to a hospital in
Tel Aviv to be treated by an oral facial
surgeon. Our intensive care ambulance did
not have permission to leave the West Bank
so the patient had to change ambulances part
way. The travel restrictions also prevented
the patient's family from accompanying him
to hospital.

I have been told that things have quietened
down since the beginning of the Intifada.
Still, I saw many young people with minor
bullet injuries. They were often treated as
outpatients. Several patients had been beaten
by soldiers, one 16 year old girl in her own
home. After seeing such cases I had night-
mares about being shot. This led me to
wonder what psychological trauma the
medical staff have suffered as a result of

treating the injured. Certainly, they told me,
they had many nightmares, and some of the
doctors became distressed while recounting
incidents which had occurred several years
ago.

Fear and uncertainty seem to accompany
"normal" life here. One of the first Arabic
phrases I learnt was "Boukra I-drab?" "is
there a strike tomorrow?" These are one day

". . .someofthedoctorsbecame
distressed while recounting
incidents which had occurred

severalyears ago."

total strikes in which all the shops and
schools are closed and there is no public
transport. The novelty of this soon dissolved
into frustration as travel plans were con-
tinually disrupted.

Education is also uncertain, and at best
erratic because of strikes and curfews. Uni-
versities have just been reopened after being
closed since 1988. Most of the resident
doctors at St Luke's Hospital had trained in
eastem European countries for financial
reasons. I felt keenly their frustration in

trying to specialise, while in England it is
within anyone's reach. Many who have
had more than four years' postgraduate
experience, have found no opportunity to
study further.
As a foreigner I was advised not to leave the

hospital alone as I might arouse too much
suspicion. Even when I was with other
people their fear was evident. They were
always on the alert for any increase in tension
or signs of trouble. After dark the risk of
going outside is generally judged to be too
great and a self imposed curfew takes over.

I was overwhelmed by the warmth of the
Palestinian people. "Ahlan wa sahlan"-
"you are welcome" was a phrase which
followed me everywhere. Even in the most
simple home whether in a small village
or refugee camp I experienced an almost
embarrassingly high level of hospitality. It
was difficult to accept that many of these
people are refugees in their own country
while foreign Jews live in comparative com-
fort in the settlements set on the hills domin-
ating Nablus.
One afternoon the hospital grounds were

filled with a group of boys placing olive
branches on the roofs of the buildings as a
symbol of peace. I pray that the hopes of this
younger generation may be realised.-HELEN
DALLAL is afifth year medical student in Bristol

A---

BBC2 Horizon "Taking the Credit" 11 May

Gallo v Montagnier

Because scientists devote their lives
to the pursuit of truth it is sometimes
hard to envisage them being anything

other than paragons of virtue. But of course
they are as human as the rest of us and can be
just as jealous, quarrelsome, and ambitious
as other professional people who have to
survive by performing well in front of their
peers.

Disagreements between scientists do not
normally find their way into the public
domain. Indeed, this would have almost
certainly been the case with the now famous
dispute between Robert Gallo and Luc
Montagnier had it not been for the prominent
public profile of their area of research: AIDS.
The media spotlight has shone longer and
more brightly on Dr Gallo, head of the
United States National Cancer Institute's
AIDS research laboratory in Washington,
DC, and Dr Montagnier of the Pasteur
Institute in Paris than on perhaps any other
scientists in history. This week's Horizon
focused on the long and bitter dispute be-
tween Gallo and Montagnier over who first
discovered the AIDS virus and, equally
important, who claimed credit where credit
wasn't due.
The story is labyrinthine in its complexity

and difficult for the uninitiated to follow. It
involves detailed laboratory investigation

and out of hours intrigue. Both were well
handled by the programme's producer, Jim
Burge. It is rare on Horizon to see what
scientists get up to in their spare time. Dr
Gallo, we were told, once pushed a member
of the rival French group into a swimming
pool and tried to stitch up another competitor
by furtively arranging a publishing deal in
the toilets of a Paris nightclub.

Nearly 10 years after the Montagnier
group first isolated the AIDS virus in 1983
there are almost as many unresolved questions
as there are answers. One crucial fact that has
now emerged and was finally acknowledged
by Dr Gallo last year is that Gallo's virus,
which he announced in 1984, is the same
virus as the one that Montagnier had sent to
him the year before.

Gallo had consistently denied this pos-
sibility and had stated that his virus was a
quite new infectious agent. Rumours to the
contrary began to seep out in 1985 when
molecular biologists began comparing the
genetic structure of the two viruses and
found that they were identical. The French
had sent Gallo a sample of their virus on the
written understanding that it would not be
used for commercial gain. What made matters
worse for the French was that their appli-
cation for a patent for their AIDS test had got
nowhere while Gallo's had been granted.
The legal dispute that followed was finally

settled out of court in 1987 after political
intervention at the highest level. An "official
history" of AIDS research was drawn up in a
hotel room by Montagnier and Gallo. It
carefully gave each man equal credit for
the discovery. The legal agreement also

stipulated that both sides should keep silent
about what happened in their respective
laboratories.

It is a sad indictment of this legal agreement
that the real history of what happened would
probably never have emerged had it not been
for the impact of two pieces of journalism,
one by myself published in New Scientist in
1987 and the other by John Crewdson of the
Chicago Tribune published almost three years
later. We both came to the conclusion that
Gallo's virus could not be a genuinely new
discovery and that therefore it must have
come about as a result of accidental or
deliberate contamination with the French
virus.

Crewdson's article led to a congressional
inquiry and an official investigation by the
Office of Scientific Integrity, an arm of the
US National Institutes of Health. Although
Gallo has been cleared of scientific mis-
conduct, the inquiry is highly critical of his
general scientific behaviour.
The Gallo-Montagnier dispute is more

than just a row between scientists. For a year
the French group had isolated the AIDS
virus and yet few people recognised this. Dr
Gallo claimed that the virus must belong
to his class of HTLVs, the human T cell
leukaemia viruses. There is a very real possi-
bility that, had science acknowledged
Montagnier's discovery when he published
it, a blood test could have been developed a
year earlier, more HIV infections could have
been prevented and more lives saved. The
Horizon documentary was a welcome dis-
cussion of the issues.-STEVE CONNOR, science
correspondent, Independent
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